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Six to be named to Union board
By LARRY HAISLIP

Student Council president
Andy Savitz, after having
deliberately held up the election
of the undergraduate nominees
to the Hopkins Union Governing
Board, stated that the six
candidates will be chosen
following the Selection's
Committee November 1st
meeting.
The move was in response to a

disagreement between Savitz and
Alan Sapakie , Director of the
Hopkins Union, concerning the
boards by-laws; according to
Savitz the vagueness of the
purposes stated in the by-laws

was a key issue.
"The vagueness could do one

of two things," Savitz said. "It
could greatly restrict the
governing board and endanger
their freedom, or it could provide
them with an immense amount

of independence."
Despite Savitz' apprehensions,

however, neither Sapakie nor

Dean of Students Robert
Fitzpatrick saw any cause for
skepticism concerning the

framework of the by-laws.
The seventeen 'member

governing board ,was formed by
the Union Planning Committee
during the last two meetings
before its dismissal by
Fitzpatrick

Interaction
"We decided that it was to be

the Hopkins' and not the Student
Union.— Fitzpatrick stated,
"because our goal is to
incorporate not only students
but faculty and employees as
well. We badly need this
interaction between all factions."

Aside from the undergraduate
population of the University,
other areas represented included
the faculty, graduate students,
evening college students, staff
members of the university and
those affiliated with the East

Baltimore campus.
Savitz stated that his main

concern was for the autonomy of
the Board in the face of pressure
that could come from Sapakie's
and .Fitzpatrick's offices, in light
of the boards vagueness of
purpose. But Fitzpatrick,s peaking
on the question of interference,
stated, "I would not interfere
with the Board. Having created it
deliberately to function
independently, I will let it
operate as such."

Although the nominations will
be made by the Student Council
for subsequent appointment by
Fitzpatrick, Savitz remained
apprehensive.
"My main interest is for the

undergraduates; I want to make
sure that they don't get
screwed."

Senator Percy speaks

at MSE Symposium
By ALAN HIRSCH

Senator Charles Percy (R-I11.),
:.old approximately 800 people at
the Milton S. Eisenhower
Symposium on "Living with
Change" in Shriver Hall
yesterday that the American
government is historically slow to
respond to change.
"The one characteristic the

government has in responding to
change can be summed up in one
word--slow," said Percy.

In his address, Percy cited
numerous examples of the
government's failure to respond
to change as well as several
instances where it has responded.

The constitutional crises that
have faced the nation for the last
two weeks and the possibility of-
the impeachment of President
Nixon were the central examples
of Percy's discussion of
government and change.
"There is a feeling of revulsion

among the people about what
happened two weekends ago,"
stated Percy in reference to
President Nixon's dismissal of
Special Watergate Prosecutor
Archibald Cox.
"The people of the country

Honor System under fire again

By PATRICE GALLAGHER
The efficiency and validity of

the Honor System is currently
under question and tests may be
proctored by designated
individuals in the future.

"Whether or not the H onor
System makes it through this
year is very important," because
it is currently functioning on a
"probationary basis," according
to John Duncan, Honor
Commission Chairman.

If the system is changed to a
proctor system, Duncan
continued, "There are two basic
assumptions: the Students have
no integrity, and there is virtually
no form of appeal. You're
assumed guilty until you can
prove your innocence," as
opposed to the assumption of
innocence until .proven guilty
that the Honor Commission now
upholds.

now covers cases involving
cheating on exams, excluding
cases dealing with plagiarism.

Plagiarism is now handled by
"the instructor of the course
concerned, with the Dean of
Academic Programs acting as
arbiter," according to Duncan.
The system this ear is "tough

to work with," said Duncan,
because the Commission.
consisting of three continuing
members and thirteen new ones,
had undergone several important
changes. The trial panel is larger
now consisting of nine members,
as opposed to seven previously.

"The only way to get a
conviction is by unanimous vote,
where five (out of seven) used to

do it," commented Duncan.
"It was proven in a 65 percent

vote that people wanted to keep
the Honor System," and the
student body voted for the
current penalization system by
which a convicted student suffers
mandatory suspension for the
semester, blacklisting and the

erasure of the transcript for the
semester in which the offense
took place.
Formerly, the Commission

chose the penalty for those
convicted from the penalties of
mandatory failure ;in only the
course involved, mandatory
withdrawal, expulsion from the
University (for a second offense),
or blacklisting.

'Make it Work'
Duncan is anxious for students

to become more aware of the
Honor Commission, has spoken
to most dorm residents and is
making efforts to see "every
member of the teaching faculty."
Said Duncan, "I'm going to, do
my best, and I know the other
people will, too, to make it
work."

Besides smoothing out some
constitutional revisions, the
Commission is presently working
to have tests given in rooms
students are not seated next to.
each other, but can be in
alternate seats.

Senator Charles Percy

are saying 'I do not believe the
White House'," Percy stated.
According to the views of the
Illinois politican, "The White
House is playing the part of
prosecutor and Judge."
"When the President said 'I

have no alternative but to fire
Cox, I respectfully submit he did
[have another alternative],"
exclaimed the Senator from
Illinois.
"This is a government of law,

not of men."
Congress is in the midst of

trying to over-ride the veto,
Percy revealed.

Throughout his speech. Percy
digressed slightly from his
discussion of responses to
change, and commented briefly
of the issues themselves he used
to discuss his topic.
Of the United State's role in

the Far East, Percy said, "Never
should we let one man get us into
a war such as Vietnam."
However, Percy asserted,

"We've had in recent years one of
the most creative and bold
administrative foreign policies of
this country."

With regard to domestic policy
Percy expressed the hope that
"foreign policy brilliance can be
applied at home," and called for
a policy at home of
"moderation".
"The mainstream of America

is this middle stream," asserted
Percy. "Camus once said: 'The
mark of true greatness is found in
he who stands in the middle and
can touch both extremes."

I'm dismayed," continued the

see PERCY, page 6
Alan Sapakie

Having undergone "quite a
change" from last year, the
Honor Commision's jurisdiction
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SCHOLARSHIPS
November 15, 1973 is the

application deadline for The
Winston Churchill Foundation
Scholarships. To be eligible you
must be a U.S. citizen enrolled in
an institution participating in the
Churchill Scholarship program
and hold a B.A. degree. For more
detailed information and
applications, see Professor
Gordon Feldman, Department of
Physics, Campus Representative.

BENTON HOURS
Dr. Benton will have open

office hours on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from 2
p.m. to 3 p.m. starting October
15th. He is located on the second
floor of Garland Hall. If you wish
to see him for more than 10
minutes, it is urged that you set
up ,ar appointment.

MONTREAL TRIP
The Department of Romance

Languages is offering a
minimester program in
conjunction with the University
of Montreal. If you are interested
in going to Montreal during the
minimester to improve your
French and to learn about
French-Canadian culture, please
come to Gilman 221 between 11
and 1 and see either Miss Arons
or Mrs. Birnbaum.

NOCTURNE
A new literary magazine

published by the Evening College
will print original, fiction,
non-fiction, poetry, graphics, and
photography. Further
information and submissions at
Homewood Box 132

RAGE SALE, Nov. 1 & 2 at
3941 Cloverhill Road, 1 block west
of Charles & 39th. Furniture, China,
Household items, Baby clothes &
equipment, Children's clothes, boys
nd girls size 6, INomens clothing.

WHERE

IRE 1-01?

Student
Ein 1)1()N m en t

Service

-:-:•::.160 Garland

campus notes
MED LIBRARY

Undergraduates are now
permitted to use the resources of
the Welch Medical Library. Any
undergraduate who desires a
Welch Medical Library card
should bring his Homewood ID
card to the Welch Library offices
(2 1 0 0 E. Monument Street,
12105) and file for one. This
policy is effective immediately.

DROP-IN
Volunteers are needed to

supervise a non-structured church
based drop-in program for
adolescents convenient to the
Hopkins campus. For more
information contact Jim Case at
the Office of the Chaplain or call
x1270 or x403.

FURRENERS
There will be a picnic at

Blackrock, Md. on November 3,
Saturday. Al! those interested
please call x302. BYO Lunch.
Sponsored by the International
Students Club.

HAVE JOBS :

IIaIl

MUGSHOTS
Senior pictures for the

Hullabaloo will be taken October
29 through November 1st in the
yearbook office in Maryland 317.
Appointments to have your
picture taken must be made and
sign-up sheets are on the door of
the yearbook office.

JEWISH BOOKS
3000 Jewish books are waiting

to be read. Danny Horwitz will
be offering a wide selection of
Jewish books for sale in his
Bookmobile. The Bookmobile
will be at Goucher's post office,
November 1 at 10:30 a.m.

riKA
A group of 7 people intend to

start a NEW fraternity chapter to
be affiliated with the Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity. At present, we
are looking for people willing to
enter such a venture. All
interested parties please call
889-4267 or drop a note in Box
655.

NOTICE

The Hopkins Barber Shop
is now located at
4670 York Rd.

Sam Barranco 435-6677

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for

research assistance only.

THE BARNSTORMERS STUDIO THEATRE

IN NM \LES

OPEN

AUDITIONS

For A Superb, Hilarious

ORIGINAL ONE—ACT PLAY

TONIGHT, Tuesday, October 30

7:00 pm CLIPPER ROOM

SHRIVER HALL

l'e in wrested run 11n11 /6 7- I23

WORDS
Collection of Words is

currently combatting an artistic
monopoly by The Johns Hopkins
University. Artists,
photographers, and writers are
asked to submit to Box 2075,
JHU, 21218. In view of the great
value which more artists place
upon their work, submissions: will
be returned upon request and
enclosure of a stamped,
self-addressed envelope. Care will
be taken to protect all works,
and reproduce them in an
excellent manner. This is an
itzter-University publication.

TICKETS
Tickets are now available for

"Richard Harris and His Poetry"
(November 18) and ,the "Ethel
Ennis Conceit" (November 2) at
the Union Desk in Levering Hall,
the Bookstore in Gilman, and the
Office of Special Events.

FLASH
An extremely limited number

of tickets for the Baltimore
Opera Company's performance
of Carmen will be sold at "The
Desk". The performance will be
on Thursday, November 1.
Tickets are $5.50 each.

PSYCHOLOGY TALK
Dr. David Campbell of the

Center for Creative Leadership
will speak on "A Revision of the

ON THE BLOCK Strong-Campbell Vocational
Anyone interested in working Interest Inventory" on Wed,

on the frolic filled Chaplain's October 31 in the Garrett Room,
Auction, please contact John MSE Library at 4 p.m.
Makransky at 366-3586/87 or X
403.

ESCORT SERVICE
Sigma Nu is now operating an

escort service, headquartered in
Hutzler Reading Room, Sunday
through Friday from 8 p.m. to 1
a.m. Just call extension 344.

PSCYHOLOGY TALK
Dr. Willem A. Wagenaar of the

Institute for Perception TNO, in
the areas of Human Factors,
Perception and Cognitive
PSychology, will speak in the
Garrett Room, MSE Library, on
Fri, Nov 2 at 4 p.m.

THE CATHOLIC COMMUNITY
ON CAMPUS

HALLOWEEN CELEBRATION

Wednesday,October 31 5:30 pm

Food- Film - Discussion -Liturgy
Newman House 2941 Charles

reservations: call 243-7066

LITURGY
for the feast of all saints

Thursday, November 1

12:05 pm Garrett Room
Eisenhower Library

LSAT
PREPARATION

There is a difference!
• Small groups; unlimited questions
• 7 Sessions — 28 hours
• Testing and training in all areas
• Voluminous home study material
• Constantly updated curriculum
• Make-up lessons included

The only metropolitan area course
offering all these features

REGISTER NOW FOR DEC. LSAT

Call 530-0211 530-8718 (after 6 P.M.)

UANLEY H. KAPLAN
EOJCATIONAL CENTER

30 Years of Experience
in Test PreparationSINCE, 1931
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Undergraduates act

Proposal afoot to lengthen Add-Drop period by two weeks
By CAROL TRZCINSKI

A movement by
undergraduates is presently
underway to enact proposals that
would move the deadline date for
official course changes two weeks
closer to the end of the semester.

According to Junior Class
President Dan Raab, petitions are
being circulated among
Homewood undergraduates, and
the Committee on Undergraduate
Studies has been approached
with a proposal calling for the
extension of the Drop-Add date
to three weeks prior to finals, as
opposed to the present deadline
of five weeks before the end of
the semester.
Raab, Co-chairman of the

Add-Drop Deadline Steering
Committee with CUS
representative Dan Holik and
Senior Alan Fink commented

HAC works
prospective

More than 100 members of the
Hopkins Admissions Council are
slated to return to their former
high schools over Thanksgiving
vacation in an effort to convey
information. about Hopkins'
programs to prospective students.

"We'll play up Hopkins and.. _
1 6' to 'tell them (prospective
applicants) everything about
Hopkins," said Chuck Slonim, a
Natural Sciences major and
Chairman of the Council. He
-added that the Council would
work to attract more students
interested in social sciences and
humanities, rather than natural
sciences.

More than 55 percent of this
year's freshman class are enrolled
as Natural Sciences majors.
Premeds number 251 in this
year's freshman class, up from
241 the previous year.

Slonim stated that his group
hopes to obtain ratings. of all
Hopkins departments, so
prospective applicants can be
told where the departments stand
nationally. "We want to play up
Hopkins in general, and also in
the non-premed areas; which
really are good," Slonim
explained.

Although more than 2000
letters were sent out to
undergraduates asking them to
join the Council, its chairman
stated that he planned to send
out as many as 500 more in order
to make sure no prospective
council members are missed.
The admissions group, which

works in close cooperation with
Homewood's office of admissions
and financial aid, plans to send
its members to high schools in
their home states over Christmas
and Spring vacations in a further
effort to spread information
about Hopkins.
The group will try to dispense

accurate information about
Hopkins. Slonim stated. "What
we don't want to do is to tell a
kid who wants to be a premed to
apply as a history major and tell
him he can switch his major after
he. gets in."

that an extension of the
Add-Drop date would be most
likely followed by similar moves
on the deadline for changing a
course under the Pass-Fail
option.

The primary objective of the
move, according to Raab, would
"enable students to get midterms
back in time to make a
judgement as to whether to stick
with a particular course."
"I know my mid-terms come

up this week and I know an
Add-Drop slip does me no good,"
Raab stated.
The Committee members have

approached various
administrators and faculty
members and, according to Raab,
the proposal has not yet caused
any controversy.
"Benton claimed that he was

in favor of it when we talked too

to inform
students

Previous efforts by the
Admissions office to increase the
number of non premed students
have succeeded in raising the
number of Social and Behavioral
Sciences Majors from 102 in
1972's freshman class to 136 in
the current crop. Changes in
other areas of major were only
marginal, with the rise of
Quantitative studies majors from
22 in 1972 to 31 in 1973, the
largest encountered.

In the same period, the average
SAT scores showed almost no
change. SAT-V rose from 613.1
in 1972 to 614.3 in this year.
SAT-M rose from 655.8 to 660.6
in the same period.

him about it," the Junior stated.
The Committee has also netted

the passage of a Student Council
resolution favoring the proposal.

As far as extra "paper-work"
goes, Raab stated the Registrar's
office voiced no objection to
having the date moved up,
although some additional clerical
work would be called for.
The newly proposed dates had

previously been in effect prior to
the 1972-73 academic year.

"I don't hink that this is goiag

to hurt anybody's GPA since
plenty of people were getting
into graduate school when it was
used."

Overload
One drawback to the date

change might be that students
would sign up for an overload of
courses and then drop those in
which they weren't doing well.
Raab asserted "I don't hink
students would go to the trouble
of going through the courses and
then dropping them three weeks

before the end of the semester."

Petitions

Thirty five petitions have been
circulating around campus via
committee members and Student
Council representatives. Raab
stated he expected from 1000 to
1500 signatures, which will be
collected ri...xt week and
presented at the December
meeting of CUS, when the
Steering committee will present
its proposal.

DSRC ready to handle problems
The Dormitory Student

Representative Council (DSRC),
the student governing council in
the Alumni Memorial Residences,
will soon being working on
solutions to problems facing
dorm residents, according to Erik
Molander, DSRC president.
A general meeting of the

DSRC membership, composed of
dorm house presidents, will be
held Thursday at 7:00 p.m. in
the DSRC room, Molander said.

Purpose of the meeting, the
first of the year, will be to review
the organization's constitution.
Appointments to a number of
subcommittees will also be
announced.
A meeting of the DSRC

Physical Facilities committee is
slated for Wednesday evening.
According to DSRC spokesmen,
possible areas to be discussed
include vandalization of kitchen
facilities, rule governing the
painting of individual dorm
rooms, and the availability of
sufficient supplies of roller
towels.

General topics of discussion at

The Dorms

the Thursday meeting. according
to secretary Leah Seidenfeld,
will include the possibility of
establishing an Arts and Crafts
center in the dorms, the overall
quality of the Sage Company's
food and meal programs, as well
as the prospect of setting up an
interhouse athletic program.

The DSRC is funded primarily
through income from the

New social science journal to
The publication of a new

Undergraduate journal dealing
with topics in the Social Sciences
is soon to be released on the
Hopkins campus.
The journal, entitled Letter

and Papers on the Social
Sciences, is co-edited by Hopkins
undergraduates Steve Schwartz
and Jerry Herbers. The remainder
of the staff is comprised solely of
other Homewood
undergraduates.
According to co-editor

Schwartz, the creation of the
journal fulfills "a need for a
social science journal to be put
out solely by undergraduates."
"I think the need is in

evidence. Last year there were 40
applications for 22 places on the
staff of the journal," stated
Schwartz.

The journal, to be issued in
October and in March, will
include articles on "the study of
man, his social interactions,
behavior and institutions."

Articles will appeal to a
layman's knowledge in such
academic areas as geography and
environmental engineering,
history, history of science,
political economy, political
science, psychology, social

relations, and urban studies.
"This is a unique journal in

that it's all Hopkins'
undergraduate run and written.
not like the Science Bulletin
which accepts papers from
undergraduates throughout the
country," Schwartz commented.

According to the editor's
introduction, the publication
"not only provides a forum for
undergraduate writing, but [also]
one that encourages the
undergraduate to excel]."

Funding
Funding for the journal comes

from many University sources
including the Student Activities
Commission, Office of the Dean
of Arts and Sciences, Alumni
Association and all seven of the
related academic departments.
The first issue, to be released

within the next two weeks, will
be distributed to undergraduates
at the Homewood campus and at
the School of Health Services, to
the Homewood faculty, as well as
selected colleges, universities and
alumni. Additional copies will be
made available to all other
members of the Homewood
community and Hopkins' faculty
-outside of the Homewood
campus.

dormitory laundry facilities,
according toSeidenfeld.

In addition to Molander and
Seidenfeld, the group's executive
committee includes Kurt
Hasenhuttl, vice-president; Bob
Gleichenhaus. treasurer; and
Harry Hirsch, Assistant to Head
Dormitory Counselor Col. J.
Robert Serena, and advisor to the
Council.

be released soon

,
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Council
Student Council President Andrew W. Savitz said last week

that the next area of SC concentration is to be on academic
matters, and there is no doubt that the Council will find plenty
to work on there.

Although there are many academic problems the SC could
try to tackle in the next few weeks, the most important onces
certainly are the matter of freshman pass-fail grading and the
postponement of the add-drop date for all students. While the
Council has no authority in either of these matters, its force as a
representative body of students here would not go unnoticed by
the Committee on Undergraduate Studies at its next meeting
Thursday when it is scheduled to reconsider its decision to
modify the University's stand on the freshman pass-fail grading,
or at its meeting in December, when it is to consider the
proposed change of the final add-drop date.
Committees like the CUS and the Academic Council have

shown in the past that they will at least listen to carefully
considered student opinion if it is presented, but they will not
usually bother to seek out such input. Regrettably, while the SC
was squandering seven weeks of its meetings debating the
composition of the disciplinary hearing board that few
undergraduates will ever face, the CUS was busy abandoning its
committment to the 1500 Hopkins students affected by the
change in the pass-fail policy. Very likely, the CUS will not
overturn its earlier vote on the matter, but the SC, as the only
group around here that represents all undergraduates, should
certainly go on record calling for such an overturn and make
clear that such expediency as the CUS showed on the grading
issue will not again go unchallenged.

letters
to the editor

To the editor:
We, as co-chairmen of the MSE

Symposium would like to
apologize to the group named the
Students to Impeach Nixon (SIN).
Prior to the arrival of Senator
Percy, we had consented to let this
group give their views in a written
presentation during the question
period. However, at the time of the
talk, we felt ourselves unable to
carry out this obligation. It was
not an attempt to deny this group
a forum for their ideas but rather a
response to the audience's seeming
impatienceto hear a presentation
of such length. Although, due to
this unforeseen situation, the
vjoup was not able to complete its

be honored. If the University does
not see fit to review this new
policy, I'm afraid I will feel a
terrible stabbing pain in my back.

Irwin M. Bonder

To the Editor:
A question to the CUS and Dean

Suskind: If you are so certain that
we, the students, wish to have the
Freshman Pass/Fail policy
retroactively changed, then why
(in case you just might not be
infallible) don't you, by vote or
even by petition asking for the
change, as us for our feelings about
the changing of a policy
eoncerninos our oradec or are von

too obsessed with en o it, the

Billboard on Balto.-Wash. Expressway

Seeking Nirvana?

Johns Hopkins Siddharthas Stagnate
Despite administrative claims of

non-secularity, the Johns Hopkins
University has become a religiously

'affiliated institution. It appears
that a large segment of the school's
undergraduate population has
become indoctrinated into the
religion of ,the East . The basic
tenets of Eastern thought the
stoic placidity of life, the
dominion of nature over man, the
emulation of the "silent Man", and
the generally insular nature of

human behavior, are retlected in
particularly no in the social

undergraduates.
the social life of the

or,/ or 'ri

recognition of the efforts of the
group's representatives.

Steve Bers
David Yaffe

To the editor:
The Johns Hopkins University

has taken a giant step, backwards.

Upon first coming to this

institution of higher learning, I

must admit I was not prepared for

the amount and intensity of

studying required by this and

many other colleges and

universities. The first semester of

freshman year is most definitely a

period of adjustment from the

joy-ride of senior year in high

school to the rigors of academic

life at the Hop. During my own

first semester year I continually

marveled at the foresight and

student concern exhibited by the

CUS.
- The freshmen of the Class of '75

and the Class of '76 were told that

their performance during first

semester would only be used in the

case of application to the Hopkins

2-5 program, freshman transfers,
intra-university affairs, or students

applying to graduate or

professional school at the end of

three years. Now, however, we are

told, "Surprise, your first semester

here counted after all!" Of course

we weren't given this message in

exactly these terms. This

about-face in policy has been

mased by the "promise" that first

semester grades to graduate or

medical schools would only be

given out upon request of these

schools and with the consent of

the student. What graduate or

medical school would not ask for

these grades if given the

opportunity? If this request should

be made and the student decides

not to divulge his early grades he

would surely be hurting his

chances of acceptance. Previous

policy in this area shielded a

student from having to make the

choice of whether to hang himself

or not, which in many cases is

what this decision entails.

If the Univeristy now feels that

the previous policy regarding first

semester freshman year pass/fail

must be changed, which would be

a great shame indeed, it appears

only fair and just that the promise

made to the Classes of '75 and '76

1•,,•,.1.-1 to add theser• • • • *.•,

comments as background
explanation for the letter which I
wish printed in the News-Letter.
For some reason, I keep getting the
feeling thht the CUS developed an
amazingly intelligent plan in the
original Freshman Pass/Fail, thus
allowing students one semester of
'no academic pressure. However,
what seems most ridiculous, and
almost sickeping, is that now the
CUS has scraped, in effect, the
plan, made it retroactive, and not
even' asked us if we mind if they
take back the promises they gave
us in our feshman year.
Furthermore, the article with Dean
Suskind further shows that what
seems important to the CUS and
the Dean is not what we the
students want or think about this,
but what they consider would be
best for us. Hence, the benevolent
dictatorship. Now, if the
University was paying my tuition,
then I wouldn't mind them telling
me how lam to take my classes (as
to Pass/Fail), but since I am paying
my tuition, then I think it only fair
that I have some say in the actions
that they take. Another sad part of
this whole thin is that there is
usually very little concern or
response from the student body
when things like this happen: the
student body behaves like silent
sheep being led to who know's
where by the great shepherd: the
administration. This question for
the News-Letter is, I think anyway,
important to see the response of
the CUS to it. If they completely
ignore the question, then there is
something really wrong in the
system since it would appear that
they just don't give a damn about
our thoughts: dictatorship. If they
do accept the challenge, then the
students will have the right to
express their views, either by vote
or petition. Now I'm not so sure
that the majority of students are in
favor of keeping the present
Pass/Faill Semester, however I am
sure that we have the right to
decide ourselves about a matter
like this, where the CUS wants to
say that the last 2 years policy
never existed ( I guess it's all a
matter of my imagination that
there ever was such a thing as a
Freshman Pass/Fail semester ).

life of the
Indeed,

student has become dominated by
'mysticism The recent experiences
of two young undergraduates
support this contention. •
On a Friday night, these two

young men strolled about the
campus in Sarch of some
enjoyable social activity which
would ease from their minds the
burdens of their studies. They were
absolutely frustrated in their
search for nowhere was a congenial
human being willing to go to a
movie, to a tart , or to Oust sit and
some semblance of a social
activity.ln the snack bar, an
Eastern fertility, rite was taking
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place. Several young people were
engaged in a pre-copulatory
conversation. Seven undergraduate
males were carrying on a discussion
with three young women from
Goucher; a meeting which, judging
from the facial expressions of the
gentlement present, was designed
to lead directly to the bedroom.

Their evening was rendered
more enjoyable by the appearance
of an ointment-like character who
announced that various large
shipments of illegal narcotics
agreement with him "et, in with

me" was the terminology he
employed, reaarding these drugs.
He explained that the narcotics

re of a particularly potent
iture. "Korean Red...$300 an

Junce. One snort and ya fly for
weeks. Crystal Meth...best stuff
this side of Turkey...Super
Mozambique Opium in B flat
major, $5 a spoon and its worth
it." The young men politely
explained that they were not
interested in financing a venture of
this magnitude.
The next night, the young men

decided to embark on a ritual
expedition to a nearby women's
college in order to investigate as to
the likelihood of satiating their
reproductive urges. Off they went,
their heads filled with visions of a
mass hymen-breaking of no small
magnitude, of paternity suits piling
on the steps of Levering Hall.
Frustrating chimeras all, as the
-following summation of their
experiences will reveal.
A quick glance after leaving the

bus showed the ambitious young
males that very few girls were on
the campus. It seems that on this
night all the resident females had
either gone home, causing I would
imagine a rather great congestion
of the Long Island Expressway, or
had attended the evening's movie,

that model of cinematic
controversy, that cornucopia of
indiscipline and insubordination,
"Thoroughly Modern Millie."

Indeed the Buddhist influence
had even pervaded the nearby
women's institution. The spiritual
indoctrination was not only
frustrating, it was all-pervading,
indeed rampant. How long will it
be before the nearby Washington
D.C. institutions have forsaken
non-cerninri fir')

After their sc-)herin if not

profoundly mystical, atmosphere
that has characterized the
Homewood campus of late. Many
students feel that they should be
liberated from the tyranny of
eastern religion. Still others are
contemplating the establishment of
certain religious defense leagues as
a reaction to the mystical
domination.
Few people realize how

profoundly this ideological

native Johns Hopkins to find the
campus in its usual mystical_
serenity. Various little incidents
populated the remainder of the
evening. The young men overheard
seyeralil carrkpusipolicemen
gathered together to engage in
what they obviously felt was some
sort of earth-shattering summit
conference. One of the policemen
suggested in loud whispers that the
best way to prevent, rapes was to
forbid girls from leaving the
campus after midnight, a
philosophy similar to that
employed by the man who wore
his heaviest overcoat when crossing
the highway in case he was hit by a
car.

Another agreed that girls who
wandered off campus, at any hour,
were "asking for trouble," an
attitude which, it seems, would
justify the
imprisonment of people for
running around naked under their
clothes. A third stated that he
would refuse to help any girl who
left the campus past 2 a.m. in the
event that she was attacked, which
is, indeed, tantamount to refusing
aid to an attempted suicide victim
on the grounds that he knew
falling on cement from 4 stories,
was going to hurt him.
The experiences of these young

undergraduates illustrate the

WELL, fikST LET ME EMPHASIZE MY COMMIE FAITH IN aDGE SOCA
(RUSE) A GREAT JURIST (cucK) . WHY, GooD MORNING, RR (PAUSE)
I WAS ll)ST SITTING HERE TI-IINKING Ng A (CLICK) GREAT GUY
(CticK)11-1AT OLD (cticK) JUDGE 1RICA is (ainc) (Rua)._ ER,WHY
YES, RICHARD, A WONDERFUL HuMN BEING,' ALWAYS SAiD (PAus1).„.

ty Lanny t ditcelhhig JOIlle 01 1.1le
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serenity is frustrating some daring,
thrill-seeking students.

Several 'undergraduates,
obviously frustrated by the
circumstantial inability to increase
the world's population, decided to
unleash their frustrations through
the following prank.
They repeatedly, upon seeing

hitchikers, would slow down to
indicate a willingness to pick up
the ride-seeker only to burst off in
a cloud of dust. One hitchiker,
construing this prank as a
comment on his manhood,
returned an obscene hand gesture
to the members of the rapidly
accelerating auto. The driver
immediately stopped the vehicle
and embarked on a weaving,
circumlocutory pursuit of his
insult or. The slimy mendicant
responsible for inciting this anger,
obviously envisioning some swift
retribution for his insult, hid his
seedy carcass in some nearby
foliage. Once again the Hopkins
undergraduates had been
frustrated.
One would think that university

officials would take some
appropriate action to alleviate this
mass frustration and destruction of
campus social life yielded by the
mystical influence. The students
await with baited breath this
administrative action.
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Percy avoids direct answers in lengthy question period
PERCY, from page 1

Senator, "by the contempt and
arrogance of people in the
highest offices in the land with
their extremist views."
"We have to use the best

within the U.S. at this time,"
remarked Percy. He concluded
on the note "I think we shall
prevail."

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season
the U.S Women's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the "Ski Team" diet
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
That's right — 20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important!) while
reducing. You keep "full" — no
starvation — because the diet is de-
signed that way! It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work.
travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically

successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be per-
mitted to use it! Right? So, give
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,
proven way. Even if you've tried all
the other diets, you owe it to your-
self to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today. Tear this out as a
reminder.
Send only S2.00 ($2.25 for Rush

Service) cash is O.K. to Coastal
Products, P. O. 4792. Santa Barbara,
Calif 93103. Don't order unless you
expect to lose 20 pounds in two weeks!
Reeause that's what the Ski 'ream
Dict will do!

A 25 minute question and
answer period followed the 45
minute speech. Throughout the
period, Percy seemed to skirt
over replies and avoid direct
answers to some rather direct
questions.
One person asked the Senator

did he think, in as much as the
Senator knows the President
personally, that the President

would resign. "Tricia doesn't
think so," Percy replied.
When asked to do so, Percy

evaluated the President's mental
state, saying "The President is
deeply concerned about the
attitude of the press. He feels
persecuted by the press."
The Senator from Illinois has

served in the Senate since 1967.
He serves on the Foreign

Hopkins students, new,
and old eat at:

pecora's
resturant

3320 Greenmount Ave.

for the Finest Italian
Food in town

phone:
839-3831

pizza pie
spaghetti

carry-out
service

CONCERNED ABOUT YOUR FUTURE???

Make plans now to attend a showing of the film So You Have
A Job Interview,This one little movie could possibly change the
course of your life!! Two showings are scheduled to make this
film available to the anticipated crouds!!!

Wednesday, October 31 at Noon
Wednesday, October 31 at 4:00 pm

Both showings will be in Shaffer Hall Room 3. EXCLUSIVE
ENGAGEMENT!!

Read what the critics are saying!!!
'Best Audio Visual Experience in Town'

'A Film You Shouldn't Miss.
'Mountain Folk Swear It's True'

This film has not been approved by the Maryland Board of Censors.There is no admission charge. All are welcome to attend.
(Sponsored by the Placement Bureau)

Relations and the Government
and Joint Economic Committees
of the Senate.

Percy's speech was the eigth of
the Sympsium. Isaac Asimov will
conclude the Symposium this
Thursday with his discussion of
"Utopian Change" also in Shriver
Hall at 4:00 p.m.

Asimov, one of the most
popular science fiction writers in
the world, is also a widely
respected biochemist and
historian. He has written books
on the Bible, racial studies,
Greek, Roman and Egyptian
history, as well as mathematics,
biochemistry and energy.

World Campus Afloat: Join Us!
Sails each September & February.
This is the way you've always wanted
to learn . . . and should. Combine
accredited study with a fascinating
semester of travel to Africa, Austral-
asia, the Orient, and the Americas.
Over 8500 students from 450 colleges
have already participated. Financial
aid is available. Write now for free
catalog:

WCA, Chapman College
Box 1000, Orange, CA 92666

\Pliv"."VP"Tri

Wednesday Noon Series
presented by the Office of Special Events

garrett room m.s.e. library
12 noon october 31

THE ('HOME WOOD)
ADMINIS,TRATION
:AN UNDER VIEW'

EDWIN R. FITZGERALD
professor, johns hopkins university

_Ili. Aid\

 11111111111111111111111111111111111111ft 

The Selections Committee of the Student Council will hold
interviews for the following positions:

UNION GOVERNING BOARD
6 undergraduates

HEALTH SERVICES COMMITTEE
5 undergraduates

%Nom.

ISSUES COMMITTEE FOOD COMMITTEE
yet to be determined 5 undergraduates

All students applying for a position on the Union Governing Board must come

to the Board Room of Shriver Hall on THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1 at 7:00 p.m.

Interviews for the Food, Health and Issues Committees will be

held in the J and H Room of Levering Hall on FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2 at 4:00 p.m

Anyone desiring further information should contact Bob Lewin, Box 200, Homewood.1
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SIN presents petition to Percy after MSE talk
By MARK DUVOISIN

Members of Students for
Impeachment of Nixon presented
Senator Charles Percy with
petitions requesting Nixon's
impeachment after his MSE
Symposium speech yesterday
although other actions originally
planned as part of a
demonstration did not take
place.
SIN members had originally

planned a two-part
demonstration with students
gathered in front of Shriver Hall
soliciting signatures for
impeachment petitions and
members inside using the
question-answer period following

Percy's speech to make their
views known to the Illinois
senator. However, neither
portion of the demonstration
took place.

Gathering
"We had planned a gathering

outside Shriver which was to be
attended by various Baltimmore
groups," said SIN member
Brenda Bodian. 'Because of the
rainy weather, none of them
attended the rally." The only
people gathered outside Shriver
were ten SIN members with
impeachment petitions.
"David Yaffee and Steven

Beers of the MSE Symposium
committee had offered to let us

use the last five minutes of the
symposium to speak to Percy and
present him with the petitions,"
she continued, "but it never
came through. For some reason,
no one ever told Percy. He didn't
know about it. When he found
out about it he asked Yaffe why
he hadn't been informed of this.
Needless to say, Yaffe was pretty
shaken."

Members
Bodian denied that any active

picketing of the Symposium was
planned. When confronted with
reports that several members of
the SIN said they had attended a
meeting at which an active
picketing was planned, she

GEGTHEL
cEPCNIS

YR,
Coirert
JAZZ, POP, ROCK AND GOSPEL

the. ,Great
Singing Sensations of Our Time

with

THE O'DONEL LEVY TRIO
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1973, 8 p.m.

Presented by The Johns Hopkins University,
Office of Special Events.

Shriver Hall Auditorium, Johns Hopkins University, Homewood Campus
Tickets available at Office of Special Events, Shriver Hall or at the door.

Full-time Students with I.D.: $1.75 Regular: $3.00

ATTENTION
SENIORS

YEARBOOK PORTRAITS will be
taken October 29 & 30th only

from

9 a.m.-4 p.m. Sign up now in

Maryland 317 for a sitting time.

Pictures will not be taken on

Thursday for those who have

signed up on that day.

conceded that: "Right before
Nixon released the tapes, the
possibility of impeachment was
greatest. At that time, some
people in SIN did want to picket
Nixon. After Nixon gave the
tapes to Sirica, interest in a
picketing waned."
"Although we didn't manage

to have any real form of
demonstration, we managed to
convey our concern to Senator
Percy, and he agreed to transmit
our petitions to the House of
Representatives." Senator Charles Percy

You Can Buy
This And/Or This

NO. Usuaistl! Cas.644,1314,4m41

The
t 

Enotiopedki of 1 tumor
>. ,se,iev" ii

The National Lampoon Encyclopedia of
Humor—all new material, lavishly illustrated
in color, with free bonus poster-size
foldout Humor Map of The World. Hard
cover $7 95 Soft cover $250.
At better bookstores and newsstands

nw, 5S CU.

NATIONAL

-ZAMPAIION.

November sports issue with Sports
Illustrated parody, "The Day Babe Ruth
Licked The Big D. "Paper Plimpton,"
"Secret Communist Referee
Signals.'" and new specialty sports
magazines. 75¢ everywhere.

But you must do one. That's the new rule. You can do
both. Doing both things would be good but you must
do one or the other. There's no getting around it. It's
the new rule. It was on the news the other night, maybe
you missed it. But nonetheless, it's the new rule. And
you have to obey it.

Et

SUNDAY THROUGH THURSDAY

buck off
For Each Adult Member of Your Party

ALL THE BEER YOU CAN DRINK
GOBLETS OF WINE 25si

PLUS
ALL THE SALAD
YOU CAN MAKE

PLUS
Lusciously Tender

BEEF STEAK
with French Fries
 ALL FOR JUST

Regularly $3.95s .95
Cash Purchases Only

WITH THIS AD I

EMERSONS,Ltd.
BALTIMORE, MD   727-0515

225 N. Liberty Street

TOWSON, MD.   296-0220
Towson Plaza Shopping Center

798 Fairmont Avenue
Luncheon Specials at $1.95

Not Good With Any Other Promotion

This Offer Supersedes All Other Advertising

:rnersons Ltd l973
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Bluejays impressive in 33-20 grid win over Towson St.
By BILL SCHOEFFLER

Tigers are usually the animal
of prey but the Johns Hopkins
Blue Jays turned the tables at
Homewood Field Saturday
afternoon, pouncing early and
often to defeat the Towson State
variety, 33-20. In the finest
football game a Blue Jay team
has played in at least four years,
Hopkins moved the ball
impressively while containing the
vaunted Towson machine
through most of the game.

The Blue Jay defense was
particularly inspired in the
opening minutes of the game,
when the tone for the afternoon
was set. The defenders forced
three Tiger fumbles in their first
six plays, with Bruce Parker and
Ron Hall each recovering the
greased pigskin once. Both times
the Blue Jays capitalized swiftly
to take an impressive 13-0 lead
by the 10:16 mark of the first
period.
Senior quarterback Jack

Scott Smith (87) pass for first down in third period

Thomas connected on four
straight passes in the first drive
and then plunged into paydirt
from the one with the
ice-breakers. The second time
Towson coughed up the ball,
sophomore Ted Stefaniw lost no
time converting the break. He
took a draw play all the way for
a 31 yard touchdown jaunt down
the left sideline. •
Considered two touchdown

favorites by some observers,
Towson was unable to find the
answer against the fired up
Hopkins eleven. Thomas led the
team to four scores in their first
six possessions, while the Blue
Jays shut out the Tigers, 23-0, in
the first half, the first time
Towson has been held scoreless
for thirty minutes all season.
"To win the game we knew we

would have to control the ball,"
explained an elated Coach Cox
after the victory. "Larry Jones
was going to get hit one hundred
yards, but Dan DuIlea could not
be allowed to throw.- Jones did
get 142 yards and the new
Towson season rushing record,
but the Blue Jays sacked Dullea
six times and never let him
mount a real passing threat.
Meanwhile, Thomas was

passing up a storm, connecting
on eighteen of twenty-five for
249 yards. The return of Harry
Stringer added immeasurably to
the Blue Jay air attack, as he and
Bill Nolan presented a double
threat to the right side of the
Towson zone defense. Stringer
took in four for 49 yards while
"the Gnat" hauled in eight
others.

Paws-turret

sports
Rooters 1-0 victors over UMBC

By CHUCK SLONIM
The Johns Hopkins University

soccer team put itself over the
.500 mark last Saturday as it shut
out UMBC by a score of 1-0. The
score showed the closeness and
tenseness which was seen
throughout the game by a
capacity Parents Day crowd.
What the score didn't show was
the hundred-fold Blue Jay
improvement that was apparent
since their past few contests.

As the game began, the Jays
found their acceleration to be a
bit slow. The ball seemed to
remain on the Hopkins' defensive
side of the field for a majority of
the first twenty minutes. All Blue
Jay offensive efforts were
quickly brought under control by
the UMBC defense, which was
obviously outhustling the
Hopkins booters. Loose balls saw.
very little, if any, blue around
them as Hopkins' opponents
swarmed around every
opportunity to get the ball.
Then the tide began to turn as

the Blue Jays began to pick up

the tempo of the game. The Jays
began to break down field on a
number of occasions, many of
these drives ending in missed
shots. Occasionally Hopkins
would pump a few shots at the
UMBC goalie; in one instance,
senior Frank "one goal" Curnoles
put a hard shot into the left pipe
of the goal with the diving UMBC
goalie just fingertipping the ball
out of bounds.

As the game progressed, the
Blue Jays' use of their skills
improved. Their passing game
was by far one of their best of
their season. Highlighting their
passing game was the only goal of
the day, which started on an
excellently pivotted ball that
Cumoles sent down the right
wing to senior co-captain Phil
Hieter. Hieter dribbled down to
his corner position after eluding
his defensiveman and crossed the
ball to the awaiting head of Bert
Arguero in front of the goal
mouth. Arguero promptly
headed the ball away from the
outstretched arms of the UMBC

goalie and into the net. To the
spectators, this goal looked like it
came directly from a soccer
textbook. Even the players
agreed that the workings of the
play were perfect. The Blue Jays
are capable of this kind of play
and many more 'plays like it.
After this goal came in the first
half, neither team scored for the
remainder of the game. The Jays
never let up as they continued to
drive UMBC back to their
defensive side. UMBC's biggest
drive was stopped by Hopkins
goalie, senior co-captain Keith
"Nuts" Naunheim. Naunheim,
demonstrating some unknown
basketball abilities, deflected a
hard shot aimed toward the
upper left comer of the net.
Naunheim, fighting his way
through a UMBC offesnive
crowd, jumped up and
intercepted the shot and tipped it
behind the net.

This Saturday the Jays will
travel to Washington College in
hopes of acting as.a "spoiler" in
that MAC game.

Mark Hetherington (77)
Last week Nolan broke the

Hopkins career record with his
fifteenth touchdown pass, and
now he is only three receptions
shy of Joe Cowan's season record
of 36 catches, a mark he should
claim with ease against
Swarthmore Saturday.

Scott Smith, playing in place
of the injured Mike Bogdan, also
proved important on the
receiving end. In the fourth
quarter he took a twelve yard
toss from Thomas and carried it
45 yards through the Tiger
secondary for the score that
killed the Towson hopes.
In addition to his two

touchdown plunges, Thomas
added a pair of field goals, one of
which was a thirty-five yard
boot. The two kicks tied a Blue
Jay single game record, and set a
new season mark.
Thomas also picked up fifteen

yards on the ground, to extend
his total offense mark. Last week
the co-captain passed the 3,000

moves in for the sack
yard mark, busting the 2971
total established by Jim Feely
from 1966 to 1.068. Thomas now
has 3364 yard i in the three years
he has been playing varsity ball.

Bruce Parker and co-captain
Gunter Glocker again lead the
'charge defensively, as each logged
seven unassisted tackles and time
and again thwarted Towson
drives. Freshman Mark
He was also
instrumental in the wall, sacking
Dullea twice and counting four
tackles of his own. Willie Oliver
was another star of the defensive
effort.

The Blue Jays have improved
by leaps and bounds since the
beginning of the season. "The
leadership of the Upperclassmen
has been. great," elaborated
Coach Cox. "They have really
molded the team." With three
MAC contests remaining, the
outlook for a repeat of last
season's 6-3 record are high
indeed.

om

Freshman harriers
have bright future

By JOHN TETZLAFF
One of the major influences in

the improving prospects for the
Hopkins cross country team this
year has to be the contribution
from the Class of 1977.
Freshmen harriers have regularly
finished in two of the five scoring
positions for the Blue Jays in the
meets this fall.
Jim Kennedy has been

consistently • running in the
number two spot on the team,
just behind team leader Jeff
Greve. A local resident, the first
year man graduated from Boys'
Latin School after starting high
school at Poly.

Kennedy originally went out
for cross country as a preparation
for basketball, but he liked the
sport and stayed with it. "I
particularly liked the simplicity
of the sport, the healthy aspects
of running, and the way that
cross country helps me keep
competitiveness out of places
where it doesn't really belong,"
said Kennedy.

He is one of the scarce number
of humanities majors and also
participates in the Bamstormers
productions. During the summers
Kennedy has taken several long
bicycle trips, including an 800
mile tour of New England and an
1800 mile trip through Canada

last summer.
The fifth man through many

of the meets has been Randy
Safier, who is doing better than
any Hopkins fifth man in recent
memory. He is a resident of King
of Prussia, near Philadelphia,
where he went to Upper Merlon
High School. Currently, Safier is
studying the Natural Sciences
here at Hopkins.

Safier has been a runner since
grammar school and particularly
likes the team aspects of the
sport. "I like to feel that I am
contributing something to the
cross country team," he said.
Also a biking enthusiast, Safier
has done some summer hiking on
the Appalachian Trail.
A third freshman who has

added to the success of the squad
is Bill Martin, but he is primarily
interested in the high hurdles
during the track season.
"Anybody who wants to run
more than 220 is crazy," he
explained. Martin went to the
Governor Dummer High School
in Pennsylvania and is now a
Natural Sciences major.
With three full seasons of

Varisty running ahead for these
men after this campaign, the task
facing Coach Don Masken should
be much easier in the years te
come.


